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During the last couple of years, operating as a system, with innovative solutions, has enormously helped
the European System of Central Banks (ESCB) to raise its effectiveness, efficiency, flexibility and global
influence in the field of statistics.
This paper contains a number of recent examples in an ESCB context and underlines that not only the
producers benefit, through cost savings and efficiency enhancements, but also the respondents, through
supplying the micro-data available in their own administrations and supplying them only once (for the
whole of the EU), and the users, through an enhanced harmonisation of national statistics and other quality
improvements (assuming that European approaches follow best practices across EU-countries).
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1. Introduction
The ECB statistical framework provides a comprehensive, consistent and timely set of monetary
and financial statistics that support the decision-making and implementation of the ECB‟s
monetary policy and of the other tasks of the European System of Central Banks (ESCB)2. In
addition, ECB statistics are increasingly used by the European Commission, financial markets
participants, researchers and the general public. Traditionally, the collection of statistics for the
euro area has been based on ECB legal acts. This has ensured the achievement of high quality
standards for the related European statistics, in terms of harmonisation, reliability, timeliness and
methodological soundness. The effective development and compilation of this fairly wide range
of statistics within a rather short time would not have been possible without the intensive
collective and collaborative effort of the ESCB Statistics Committee and its Working Groups.
Moreover, the adoption of legal acts on new or substantially amended statistics is preceded by the
application of a fairly rigorous merits and cost assessment process, which involves future
respondents, ESCB statistical departments and prospective user committees at an early stage.
Yet, times have changed since the early days of monetary union, including in the statistical field.
The conventional provision of aggregated information through ECB legal acts is no longer
sufficient to meet the new challenges, including a much more rapid and flexible reaction to
emerging user needs, in an environment of severely restricted resources. Hence, these legal acts
must be complemented by alternative statistical approaches such as ad hoc surveys and the
provision of micro-data.
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With the above challenges in mind, in December 2007 the Governing Council of the ECB
approved a strategic vision that has been translated into the medium-term work programme for
the ECB‟s statistical function for 2009-20123. This work programme sets out statistical priorities
that comprise: i) closing remaining gaps/needs within an integrated statistical framework; ii)
developing more micro-databases; and iii) fostering cooperation and information sharing. This
vision has already delivered some promising results, as set out below.
2. First things first: a good business register for European statistics
A complete and unique European business register, preferably compiled and maintained jointly
by the European Statistical System (ESS) and the ESCB, could be part of a longer-term vision for
efficient and effective European statistics. In view of the „comparative advantage‟ of national
central banks (NCBs) in the area of financial corporations and a similar advantage of NSIs
concerning non-financial corporations, a joint ESS/ESCB governance structure, along the lines of
best national practices in Member States, appears to be optimal.
As a first step, the ECB is strongly supportive to, and has been closely involved in, the Eurostat
initiative to set up the EuroGroups Register (EGR). It has been agreed that the ESCB will
participate in the entire process of the EGR data quality management (e.g. identification of legal
units, integrating control and ownership information, compiling enterprise groups) in order to
complement the EGR with the information available in the ESCB registers. Indeed, NCBs
maintain registers on potential reporting agents in the financial sector (a primary responsibility of
the ESCB) in the context of their statistical function, and these registers can be shared under new
European legal arrangements. Conversely, the ESCB needs to receive a reciprocal access to the
EGR results in order to ensure the quality of its statistics (e.g. foreign direct investment
statistics). For this, Member States need to grant authorisation for a data exchange with NCBs.
Since many years, the ESCB jointly maintains an EU-wide, exhaustive and harmonised list of all
EU „Monetary Financial Institutions‟ (MFIs), which is being complemented with analogous lists
of various types of „Other financial intermediaries‟ (OFIs)4. Depending on the dataset, data are
reported by NCBs either on the day when the change to the entity has occurred or at monthly or
quarterly frequencies. Upon reception and checking of the data, the ECB publishes the respective
lists on its website.5 Maintenance of national lists is no longer needed, as NCBs have fully
automated access to the latest available country information and can use all kinds of querying,
reporting and downloading facilities.
Following the financial crisis, the relevance of a full-fledged register of financial institutions has
further increased, in particular for deriving accurate and timely information on “Large and
Complex Financial Groups”. To address this matter, the Statistics Committee has recently
mandated a dedicated Task Force to investigate the need to develop a genuine European
statistical business register of financial institutions that would serve ESCB requirements and, to
an extent to be defined, also those of the ESS. This means that the Task Force will also reflect on
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the potential relationship of the ECB registers with the EGR, also to avoid gaps, to minimise the
burden for respondents and to prevent inconsistencies.
3. Micro-databases and item-by-item reporting
The „lists‟ (and future registers) of financial institutions are not the only ESCB systems that are
jointly maintained and used by the ECB and all EU NCBs. Another case in point is the ESCB‟s
Centralised Securities Database (CSDB), which is a micro-database for reference information on
individual securities. Its enhanced „Phase 2‟ version went live ESCB-wide in April 2009. Major
enhancements include a re-developed data model which „speaks the language of the market‟ and
an amended compounding algorithm which allows the automated integration of several
overlapping but mutually inconsistent data sources. While the development of the CSDB started
well before the outbreak of the crisis, the financial turmoil has increased the importance of
monitoring and understanding economic and financial developments at a very early stage and at a
granular level. The conventional provision of (aggregated) statistical information takes time to be
developed and thus cannot always keep pace with financial innovations and related user needs.
By contrast, statistically edited micro-databases permit the prompt handling of a wide range of
(ad hoc) information requests and allow an agile derivation of statistics in a rapidly changing
economic and financial environment. This permits both a continuation of the standard statistical
time-series and a timely statistical response to new policy issues, without increasing the burden
for respondents (who can report the raw data extracted from their systems only once, to be used
for different statistics and purposes). Micro-databases even bring savings to reporting agents,
because NCBs carry out statistical aggregations that otherwise would have to be done by the
reporting agents.
The CSDB is updated daily and contains several millions of individual securities issued worldwide. The ESCB has set up a data quality management network, under the auspices of the CSDB
Business Coordination Group, which directly reports to the Statistics Committee. This network
constantly monitors the coverage and quality of the information stored in the CSDB, in view of
its usage for a number of euro area and national statistics. After some „teething troubles‟, the
system is now operating quite smoothly. All NCBs have on-line access, which facilitates their
statistical production processes and ensures the use of harmonised reference data across the EU.
Besides, NCBs are in a position to make immediate corrections, as needed, to the source data
coming from commercial data providers. Indeed, while the quality of the information supplied by
data providers has improved over time, thanks to intensive interactions of the ECB with them,
significant data quality management efforts by the ESCB remain necessary.
More and more use will be made of the CSDB for the production of both national and euro area
statistics. It is already used in most NCBs to support security-by-security statistical compilation
systems for balance of payments statistics and the international investment position and for
investment funds statistics. Since recently, it is also used as a source for the compilation of
monthly euro area government debt issuance statistics and in the near future it will be used for the
compilation of statistics on Financial Vehicle Corporations. For the medium term, the Statistics
Committee is considering the feasibility of the CSDB supporting both securities issues and
securities holdings statistics. In turn, very detailed securities holdings statistics will be
indispensable for the financial stability analysis of the ECB and the work of the future European
Systemic Risk Board, in charge of EU-wide macro-prudential supervision.
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In sum, gradually both the CSDB and the security-by-security reporting may become the source
for all European and national statistics that contain securities data. It will ensure that the same
data are reported only once (leading to a substantial reduction of the reporting burden). Finally,
the users‟ gains should not be underestimated. These approaches may substantially improve the
timeliness of the statistics released (in theory, a daily update would be possible) and increase the
flexibility (since ad hoc queries on the database can be made upon request). Moreover, it goes
without saying that this also enhances the consistency, both internationally and across the many
types of statistics that comprise such information. However, this innovative network approach to
European statistics, with a strong mutual dependence of the numbers on each other‟s quality
management efforts, requires that all ESCB members, and especially those with well-developed
securities markets, devote sufficient resources to this work.
An even more ambitious, more long-term initiative concerns loan-by-loan reporting. The
Statistics Committee has started considering the feasibility of re-using and sharing available loanlevel micro data in national central and private credit registers. Credit registers contain data on
credits granted to natural and/or legal persons, mainly to assist creditors in assessing the
creditworthiness of the borrowers and/or for prudential supervisors to assess the management of
credit risks by financial institutions. Recent examples of the statistical use of credit register data
are the ESCB compilation of euro area loans to non-financial corporations broken down by
economic activity and the generation of information on credit lines in the context of banks‟
balance sheet statistics. By reviewing the coverage and data content of credit registers and
possibly by setting and ensuring minimum harmonised definitions and reporting formats, the
ESCB production of euro area statistics could be much enhanced, and their use for other purposes
extended and made more flexible and responsive. Possibly, this could also serve to support
market transparency (e.g. for the Eurosystem collateral management). There are, however, still
many legal and practical obstacles to the access and exchange of individual credit data.
Moreover, a large degree of heterogeneity currently hampers reaping European-wide advantages
from the existing credit registers. In any case, a full re-use and sharing of existing loan-level data
may only be feasible in the longer term and with significant efforts by NCBs in terms of human
and IT resources. In addition, the creation of unique and universally applied loan and business
identifiers would be important prerequisites for the success of such an undertaking.
4. Joint European statistics outputs and joint dissemination
A unique collaborative European statistical output, involving both the ESCB and the ESS, is the
joint compilation of quarterly financial and non-financial accounts for the euro area. The ECB‟s
Directorate-General Statistics compiles the quarterly financial accounts for the euro area while
the responsibility for the euro area non-financial accounts is shared with Eurostat. The integrated
euro area accounts, compiled and released jointly by Eurostat and the ECB since June 2007,
provide a comprehensive and coherent description of economic and financial developments for
all resident institutional sectors and can thus be considered as the „national accounts‟ for the euro
area6. Because the euro area accounts link financial and non-financial statistics, they allow for an
integrated analysis of non-financial economic activities (such as gross fixed capital formation)
and financial transactions (such as the issuance of debt). This is a major success and exemplifies
6
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that cross-institutional cooperation can also work to successfully integrate source statistics
provided by two separate (but coordinated) statistical systems. The euro area accounts have
become an increasingly important tool for the ECB‟s economic and monetary analyses and their
cross-checking. A recent ECB internal users‟ survey indicated that this is one of the most used
statistics and with the highest importance for their work. While the level of satisfaction with their
reliability was very good, there was less satisfaction with their timeliness. This suggests that the
planned improvements in the timeliness of these accounts, to 90 days after the reference quarter,
will be much welcomed by the users. Further enhancements of their completeness and
consistency are also part of the improvement strategy agreed by the Committee on Monetary,
Financial and Balance of Payments Statistics.
Finally, concerning joint dissemination of statistics, a first example is the Statistical Data
Warehouse (SDW), launched on the ECB website in September 2006, to provide policy-makers,
economists, researchers and other users with a user-friendly and comprehensive online data
delivery service for ESCB statistics. As it is widely recognised that storing the same data in
multiple databases within the ESCB is clearly inefficient, several NCBs have started relying on
the SDW (while including some additional local data) and envisage to relinquish their internal
statistical output databases in due time. Apart from considerable cost savings, this has the
advantage that the ESCB uses the same (vintage of) statistics at any point in time.
A second Eurosystem initiative in this field is the joint dissemination framework (JDF) which
was set up as a result of a growing interest by many users, in particular journalists, to get an
easier access to the national contributions to the euro area statistics. It allows users to find both
euro area statistics and all national contributions to these aggregates, either on the website of the
ECB or on the websites of any of the NCBs involved7. With this initiative, the ESCB avoids the
need for users to search on the different national websites, with different presentations of the
same national statistics. The common dissemination provides exactly the same tables in the
languages of the participating NCBs (see example in Annex 2), while the consistency of the data
is ensured by using a single ECB data bank. The number of tables is being extended
progressively. Like the SDW, the JDF provides not only data but also an equally important rich
set of metadata, in this case also in the official language of the NCB disseminating the data.
Further system-oriented work streams of the ESCB encompass: i) the joint procurement of
market data services by euro area NCBs; and ii) more online and fully automated statistical
reporting, using common tools and integrated reporting forms, with a subsequent sharing of
relevant information.
5. Concluding remarks - A user’s view of a European approach to statistics
The examples above may have shown that the ESCB statistical community‟s pursuit of more
efficient and effective production solutions also brings very significant gains to users. Leaving
aside the important point that cost effectiveness is the only way to accommodate new user
requirements in times of tight resource constraints, the system approaches described above have
four main advantages from the users‟ perspective. First, the increasing reliance on ESCB-wide
micro data bases allows to flexibly and promptly accommodate emerging (ad hoc and regular)
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user needs and to reduce the “time to market” of new statistical information. Second, this allows
for fully reaping the opportunities provided by technological progress and, hence, for improving
timeliness without reducing accuracy. Third, the provision of consistent data sets is one of the
most important requests of economic analysts. Fourth, any improvement in data dissemination
will obviously increase the accessibility of data and, thereby, increase users‟ awareness of which
statistics are available (and when) and facilitate their retrieval and further analysis of the data.
Since the ECB is not only a producer and user of its own statistics but is also relying heavily on
statistics produced by the ESS, it looks forward for the further enhancement by the ESS of its
common retrieval, processing, storage and dissemination of data. In general, there appears to be
scope for enhancing an European approach to ESS statistics. This was recently also spelled out in
an important communication from the European Commission8. Again, such European approaches
to statistics not only yield efficiency gains and cost savings, e.g. through specialisation, but also
bring very significant gains to users, in view of increasing harmonisation and other quality
improvements of both European and national statistics. In this context, in a European Union that
is composed of Member States of a widely divergent size and concomitant possibilities to exploit
economies of scale at the national level, also partial European approaches (involving joint
production of statistics by several but not all Member States) may be worth contemplating. In any
case, time has come to abandon the taboo on “input harmonisation” for European statistics, using
a network approach that ensures an appropriate involvement of all stakeholders.
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ANNEX 1`- Opening screen of the SDW on the ECB website
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ANNEX 2`- The joint dissemination framework: different websites, the same content, the
same appearance, in local language
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